Certain salt crystals are normally cube-shaped, but can take on a new shape and grow on the surface of tiny water droplets.
CHEMISTRY

Crystals on water's edge
MOLECULAR NEUROSCIENCE
Bitter breath for lung airways
Lining the lower airways are 'brush' cells that can sense bitter molecules and send signals to regulate breathing, perhaps providing a defence against bacteria, which produce bitter compounds.
Gabriela Krasteva at Justus Liebig University in Giessen, Germany, and her colleagues found that brush cells in the tracheae of mice express protein receptors and other key molecules involved in bitter-taste signalling. The cells make contact with vagal nerve fibres, which connect key visceral organs to the brain, and send signals to the nerves by releasing the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. When the researchers administered a bitter substance directly to the airway surfaces of mice, the animals' respiratory rate dropped suddenly. Robert Schafer and Tirin Moore at Stanford University in California trained two monkeys to increase and decrease the firing of neurons in an area of the brain known to be involved in eye movement, the frontal eye field. They then measured the activity at 94 sites in this region while the monkeys performed a visual search task. During the trials in which the monkeys had to increase their neuronal firing rate, their search performance improved in the part of the visual field represented by the controlled part of the frontal eye field, indicating greater attention.
The authors suggest that this may explain why neurofeedback, in which patients are trained to control their neurophysiology, might be able to treat attention deficit disorder. 
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